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There’s nothing quite like the
beauty of a wood floor.
Its grain and texture bring a
natural warmth to any interior,
from bedroom to living room,
kitchen to hallway.
Today, decorative parquet
effects can be re-imagined with
a contemporary twist using the
elegant new Segno collection
from Tarkett.
Within these pages you should
find fresh inspiration for your
beautiful new wood flooring
design.

Passionate
about
wood

Dare to be
different
The heritage of the herringbone
layout dates back to the ancient
Romans, who used it when
building their famously robust road
networks.

That the story of Tarkett should
have its roots in Sweden – a land
rich in forests – is not so strange.

Decorative wood parquet floors
evolved years later with all manner
of intricate patterns and layouts.

From this has sprung a passion
for wood and the skills of
transforming it for the basic
human needs of housing, furniture
and flooring.

Today we can still enjoy many
different decorative flooring
options using the new Segno
collection to create truly
remarkable floor finishes.

From the beauty of nature to the
hand of an expert, this know-how
has passed from generation to
generation of men and women at
Tarkett ever since.

In order to realise these individual
layouts we supply the Segno
parquet boards in both ‘left’ and
‘right’ formats.

Wood is, of course, a natural
material and a very precious
resource. Our Segno collection is
engineered with this in mind and
carries the prestigious FSC® seal
of approval.
FSC® helps take care of forests
and the people and wildlife that
call them home.

With different combinations, you
can play with the light in the room
as it catches the wood grain at
different angles.
Varying numbers of formats are
required for the different potential
designs, further ideas are shown
within this book.

Triple Herringbone installation using Oak,
Old Grey & Old Brown

OAK LIME STONE
41020001
41020002

OAK BLONDE
41020003
41020004

The
effortless
elegance of
real oak

European Oak is both highly valued
and widely used for interior decoration
due to its superior performance and
longevity.
The structure of oak is well recognised
as a perfect blend of modern and
traditional, Segno is delicately crafted
in five oak colourations to create a
natural and stunning selection of
shades suitable for combining with
any interior scheme.

OAK
41020005
41020006

OAK OLD GREY
41020007
41020008

OAK OLD BROWN
41020009
41020010
Each Segno colour has two product
reference codes: one for the left board and
one for the right.
A typical herringbone layout will require
equal quantities of left and right formats.

41020001 SEGNO OAK LIME STONE (LEFT)
41020002 SEGNO OAK LIME STONE (RIGHT)

The Lime Stone
colouration of Segno
is a subtle take on the
timeless white washed
wood effect. Effortlessly
contemporary, ideal for
adding an fresh and
spacious feel to any
interior.

Oak
Lime Stone

A lighter and crisper oak
variation, blonde is, of
course, fun and always
on trend. The paler,
natural shading shows
less contrast in the grain
and matches well with
lighter colour schemes
for a more subtly styled
room.

Oak
Blonde

41020003 SEGNO OAK BLONDE (LEFT)
41020004 SEGNO OAK BLONDE (RIGHT)

The classical oak look;
original. natural and beautiful,
sometimes there’s no need to
mess with nature. All we’ve
done here is add a touch of
maturity to give additional
richness & colour depth.

41020005 SEGNO OAK (LEFT)
41020006 SEGNO OAK (RIGHT)

Oak

41020007 SEGNO OAK OLD GREY (LEFT)
41020008 SEGNO OAK OLD GREY (RIGHT)

Oak Old
Grey

Classic meets contemporary
with the new twist on grey
this remarkable oak shade
variation brings to your
interior colour palette.
Combines perfectly with any
interior scheme.

41020009 SEGNO OAK OLD BROWN (LEFT)
41020010 SEGNO OAK OLD BROWN (RIGHT)

Dramatic, warm &
luscious, Segno Oak
Old Brown oozes
sophistication
and a sense of
heritage. Perfect
for combining with
rich wall colours or
for creating striking
contrast in a more
neutral interior.

Oak
Old Brown

Dare
to be
different
With Segno you can experiment with different
combinations of colours & shapes, here are a
few ideas to get started with.
Segno planks are supplied in left and right
formats. For a standard ‘brick bond’ or
herringbone layout, you would typically use
equal quantities of each format. For the more
adventurous patterns, the ratios will vary by
colour and format requirements.
It’s a little like mixing a cocktail. For example
‘grand basket weave’ shown here is 5 parts
blonde to 1 part limestone.
This is a straightforward herringbone layout but using two
contrasting colours, Blonde & Old Brown, giving a quirky,
asymmetric look.

Tripling up on the herringbone with three different shades
results in an intriguing woven look. Here we’ve taken an Oak,
Old Grey & Old Brown combination.

Here’s an interesting notion, mixing all five colours in an end
to end layout to create a patchwork effect.

This staggered ‘grand basket weave ‘style can be used to great
effect with different contrasts. Here we’ve gone for subtlety with
Lime Stone and Blonde.

A double herringbone pattern, here using Old Grey and
Lime Stone together makes for a striking statement floor.

Old Brown and Oak combine here to make an
alternative aged chequer board, this one really
catches the light.

Simple and effective, side by side blocks of Old Grey with a
highlight row of Blonde.

Doing good. Together
At Tarkett, we are committed to serving our customers through our innovation capabilities and
longstanding sustainability dedication and achievements. Our day-to-day focus - from R&D to customer
service teams - is to combine all our expertise to help create healthy and people-friendly indoor spaces.
The way we design and make our wood flooring forms part of our overall Doing Good. Together
Commitment.

Designing for Life
Our FSC® certified wood flooring is designed for life, a life where good
materials contribute to good health and where we are responsible stewards
of natural resources.

Closing the Loop
We help our customers to manage their flooring waste effectively while contributing to
safeguarding the world’s natural resources and protecting the environment.
Tarkett´s wood floors can be used for energy recovery and alternatively to create new products.

OLD BROWN

OAK LIME STONE

Our real wood floors
are naturally beautiful.
It is not difficult to keep
them looking that way.
A few straightforward
preventative measures
and regular cleaning
with gentle materials
will keep your Segno
floor looking stunning
for years to come.

Wood is, of course, a natural material and we are all used to living with it in our homes
every day. We know that it can scratch and indent if treated roughly and that these
superficial marks can sometimes add to the character of our furniture and decorative
surfaces, however there are ways to minimise the impact of the rigours of daily life with
some simple maintenance.
Segno is treated with a hardwax oil to provide protection from wear, scuffs and stains.
In high traffic areas such as entrance halls or workplaces, we recommend a preparatory
treatment of an additional layer of oil immediately after installation. Osmo ”Polyx®-oil”
3062 is the recommended treatment for this application.
Self-adhesive furniture pads are recommended for use under any pieces of furniture with
heavy, point loading legs and a mat should be placed under office chairs with castors.

Looking
after your
Segno
floor

In order to minimise the risk of such damage to your wood floor, endeavour to stop the
dirt at the entrance with a mat. The more dirt you stop at the door, the less cleaning will
be needed inside the room.
Remove loose dirt with a vacuum cleaner, on smooth flooring setting, or a dry micro fibre
mop.
Segno hardwax oil will allow most household stains to be wiped up quickly. It is
important however to act immediately if a staining agent (like coffee, wine etc) is spilled.
For more thorough cleaning use Tarkett Bioclean for hardwax oiled floors (8792123)
mixed with water. Tarkett Refresher (8792209) should be used for more aggressive and
non water-based staining agents.
Full maintenance instructions can be found at tarkett.co.uk.

Hardwax
Oil

BLONDE

OLD BROWN

Product
specification
information
A Segno engineered wood
floor is crafted from a living,
natural material that shrinks
or swells depending on
temperature and humidity.
Tarkett has been making
wood floors for more than
130 years and knows how
to minimise these negative
effects.
Central heating in the home
results in a dry indoor
climate which contracts the
grain, causing the wood to
shrink slightly.

Installation
Segno decorative parquet is a traditional wood floor in every sense, hence Tarkett recommend
professional installation by experienced wood flooring experts.
Using the time honoured tongue and groove mechanism, Segno requires installation with flooring
adhesive over a clean, dry and well prepared subfloor.
Tarkett Segno can be glued to a subfloor of concrete, particleboard, plywood or to an existing wood floor.
In each case, the subfloor must be sound, level and dry and must meet the requirements detailed in our
comprehensive installation instructions which are available from tarkett.co.uk.

Underfloor heating
Segno is suitable for installation with an underfloor heating system, provided the system delivers even heat
over the whole area of the floor and does not exceed 27°C in any part of the floor surface.
A vapour barrier is always required for underfloor heating.
Underfloor heating must be disabled during installation.

Changes in relative humidity
can cause damage to
wooden floors, which can
crack or become warped.
To counter natural
movements, our wooden
floors are built up in three
layers. By alternating the
direction of the fibres in
these layers, movements
in the wood are minimised,
resulting in a balanced,
stable floor.

OLD GREY

Segno Specifications
Board Length

600 mm

Board Width

120 mm

Board Thickness

11 mm

Boards per pack

30

M2 per pack

2.16

Warranty
Tarkett are confident that you will be delighted with your beautiful Segno decorative parquet floor, so much so
that we offer a 15 year warranty on this floor.
The guarantee is assurance that your floor will not wear out during this warranty period.

Technical Data EN 13489

EN Standard

Test Result

Reaction to fire

EN 13501

Cfl-s1

Emissions

EN 14342

E1

Brinell Hardness

EN 1534

3.7

Termal Insulation Value

EN ISO 10456:2007

0.065

Termal Conductivity

EN 12664/EN 14342:2013 0.17

This applies to the ‘wear layer’ or top surface of the floor which is crafted from pure oak timber.
The guarantee applies to domestic applications only and only when our recommended installation and maintenance procedures have been adhered to.
We do not guarantee your floor against natural fading or discolouration, which is to be expected of any wood
flooring, from the affects of staining, colour variations from in-store
sampling, this publication or point of sale, or from general wear
and tear.
Hardwax
Full details of our product warranty can be found at tarkett.co.uk.
Oil
BLONDE
T&G

15

YEAR WARRANTY

41020001 SEGNO OAK LIME STONE (LEFT)
41020002 SEGNO OAK LIME STONE (RIGHT)

41020003 SEGNO OAK BLONDE (LEFT)
41020004 SEGNO OAK BLONDE (RIGHT)

41020005 SEGNO OAK (LEFT)
41020006 SEGNO OAK (RIGHT)

41020007 SEGNO OAK OLD GREY (LEFT)
41020008 SEGNO OAK OLD GREY (RIGHT)

41020009 SEGNO OAK OLD BROWN (LEFT)
41020010 SEGNO OAK OLD BROWN (RIGHT)

SEGNO OAK OLD GREY

Products and images shown within are for representation purposes only,
actual colours may vary due to natural variations. Product specifications
may be subject to modification. E&OE.
Tarkett Limited
4th Floor, Connect 38, 1 Dover Place, Ashford, Kent, TN23 1FB
0800 3282115

www.tarkett.co.uk
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